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Abstract

Research to tackle hate speech plaguing online
media has made strides in providing solutions,
analyzing bias and curating data. A challeng-
ing problem is ambiguity between hate speech
and offensive language, causing low perfor-
mance both overall and specifically for the hate
speech class. It can be argued that misclas-
sifying actual hate speech content as merely
offensive can lead to further harm against tar-
geted groups. In our work, we mitigate this
potentially harmful phenomenon by proposing
an adversarial debiasingmethod to separate the
two classes. We show that our method works
for English, Arabic German and Hindi, plus in
a multilingual setting, improving performance
over baselines.

1 Introduction

Online hate speech has become a pernicious phe-
nomenon of modern society and a lot of effort is
being expended in tackling this challenge. While
there has been plenty of work to develop automatic
methods for hate speech detection (Schmidt and
Wiegand, 2017), this has proven to be a difficult
challenge to tackle with impractically poor perfor-
mance.

In the NLP community, a prevailing convention
is to frame this problem as a three-way classifica-
tion: between hate speech, offensive language and
neither (Davidson et al., 2017; Mulki et al., 2019;
Founta et al., 2018; Mubarak et al., 2017; Mathur
et al., 2018). While this convention allows for
the application of more traditional NLP pipelines,
performance has been low (Mozafari et al., 2019;
Davidson et al., 2017) especially when it comes to
generalization to unseen data (Swamy et al., 2019),
with even humans struggling to distinguish hate
speech (Chatzakou et al., 2017; Waseem, 2016).

In our work we also adopt the wide-spread 3-
class definition of hate speech, where hate speech

∗ The work was done while at LMU Munich.

Figure 1: Performance of BERT on Davidson et al.
(2017). We see the confusion between hate speech
and offensive language, with numerous False Nega-
tives. We argue that these are very insidious mistakes
that could lead to further harm against target groups.
With our adversarial debiasing method, we can separate
these two classes further and thus minimize this type of
error as well as increase overall performance.

is defined as language used to express hatred to-
wards a targeted group/individual based on pro-
tected attributes such as race or religion, offensive
language contains offensive terms but is not tar-
geting any group in particular, while neither is
the case where none of the other two classes are
present. As an example, in Table 1 we present the
tweets that are annotated as hate speech and offen-
sive language respectively, from Davidson et al.
(2017), alongside DistilBERT predictions.

An observation that can be made from the way
classifiers operate is that oftentimes hate speech
is misclassified as offensive language and vice-
versa (Davidson et al., 2017;Mozafari et al., 2019).
We showcase this in Figure 1. We argue that for
hate speech detection models to be trustworthy, we
need to work along two axes: increasing overall
efficiency while keeping false negatives (i.e., hate
speech marked as offensive language) to a mini-
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tweet class prediction
bitch get off my twitter hoe offensive offensive
You ain’t gunna do shit

spear chucker hateful offensive
LMFAO I HATE
BLACK PEOPLE hateful hateful

Table 1: Labeled tweets (from Davidson et al. (2017))
alongside model prediction.

mum, and that we cannot have one if it comes at
the expense of the other. Thus, models should
be able to tackle both challenges simultaneously.
If models have low accuracy, they will not find
application in real-world settings, and if there is
too much hate speech content slipping through the
cracks, targeted communities will experience in-
creased harm online.

With that goal in mind, we propose a novel
method to separate the two classes (hate speech
and offensive language) via adapting adversarial
debiasing methods to the problem at hand. This
model stabilizes and improves classifier behav-
ior and performance, increasing metrics across all
classes, while at the same time keeping perfor-
mance for hate speech content stable (or improving
upon it). We thus strike a balance between perfor-
mance overall and specifically for hate speech.

We experiment with different architectures
for the classifier (BERT (Devlin et al., 2019),
DistilBERT (Sanh et al., 2020)) and the adver-
sary (BERT, DistilBERT and LSTMs (Hochreiter
and Schmidhuber, 1997)). We perform hyperpa-
rameter tuning on English data before applying
our findings on several languages (German, Ara-
bic and Hindi) diverse in script, typography and
grammar, as well as on a multilingual task setting
using mBERT. To more objectively frame the bene-
fit of our method, we compare against a battery of
baselines, while we also perform error analysis to
identify patterns where our method helps.

In summary, our contributions1 are: i) Em-
ploying adversarial debiasing to separate hate
speech and offensive language ii) Showing that our
method works in keeping false negatives to a mini-
mum and increasing F1-scores onmultiple English
datasets iii) Generalizing our findings to other lan-
guages, including a multilingual setting.

1Code available at https://github.com/
ShuzhouYuan/hate_speech_adversarial_debiasing

2 Related Work

For hate speech detection, supervised learning ap-
proaches are often used. Schmidt and Wiegand
(2017) provide a comprehensive survey on the ear-
lier research of hate speech detection. In more re-
cent work, focus has been placed on various clas-
sification methods and curation of datasets (David-
son et al., 2017; Wulczyn et al., 2017; Zhang et al.,
2018; Mozafari et al., 2019; Qian et al., 2021).

In Davidson et al. (2017), the prevailing defini-
tion of the task as a three-way classification was
formulated concretely. In their work, despite the
high overall accuracy, over 30% of hate speech
was misclassified as offensive language, which
saliently sheds light on this pervasive challenge
in hate speech detection. This finding was cor-
roborated more recently in Mozafari et al. (2019),
where the state-of-the-art BERT model (Devlin
et al., 2019) was applied on a hate speech detection
task, with over 60% of hate speech misclassified
as offensive language. In the other direction, ef-
forts have also been made to tackle false positives
(Markov and Daelemans, 2021).

Further, recent efforts in hate speech detection
have increased language coverage from English
to multiple languages around the globe, including
Hindi (Mathur et al., 2018), Arabic (Mubarak et al.,
2017), Levantine (Mulki et al., 2019), Indonesian
(Ibrohim and Budi, 2019), Danish (Sigurbergsson
and Derczynski, 2020) as well as more general
multilingual data (Ousidhoum et al., 2019; Ranas-
inghe and Zampieri, 2020; Basile et al., 2019) and
code-mixing (Bohra et al., 2018).

A similar methodology to adversarial debiasing
was applied to recidivism prediction (Wadsworth
et al., 2018). There, racial biases existing in crimi-
nal history datasets were mitigated through adver-
sarial training. This method was also applied in
hate speech research tominimize bias against AAE
text (Xia et al., 2020). In this case, adversarial de-
biasing was employed to counteract the dispropor-
tionate labeling of AAE text as offensive or hate
speech. These works have shown the potential
of adversarial debiasing methods in training fairer
models.

3 Data

Since we wanted to evaluate the 3-class setting
(hate speech, offensive language and neither), we
either used datasets that already utilized these
classes or equivalent ones (for example, in Founta
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et al. (2018) offensive language is called abusive
language). Overall, wemade use of seven datasets.
A summary of each dataset is presented in Table 2.

3.1 English
Davidson17. Davidson et al. (2017) is a well-
studied English hate speech dataset collected from
Twitter. It contains 25K tweets that are annotated
as hate speech, offensive (but not hate) speech, or
neither hate speech nor offensive language. The
definition of hate speech and offensive language is
the same as in §1. We utilize this dataset’s devel-
opment set for the early phase of experimentation
to make design decisions, e.g. selecting model ar-
chitectures, hyperparameters, baselines, etc.
Founta18. Founta et al. (2018) contains 100K

English samples collected from Twitter. The defi-
nition of hate speech is the usual definition (as de-
scribed in §1), while the abusive language class
is defined as any impolite content using profanity,
which is equivalent to the definition of offensive
language. Thus, we regard it as offensive language
for our experiments.
HasocEn19. Mandl et al. (2019) is an English

hate speech dataset of 6K samples from Twitter
and Facebook. The samples were labeled into four
categories: hate speech, offensive language, pro-
fanity, and normal. Offensive language is defined
as unacceptable language in the absence of insults
and abuse. The profanity class expands on this def-
inition to include swear words. Wemerged the two
classes, because both classes meet our definition.

3.2 German
GermEval18. Wiegand et al. (2018) is a Twit-
ter dataset containing 5KGerman tweets annotated
as abuse, insult, profanity, and other/normal. The
authors define the class abusive as behaviour that
promotes dehumanization towards a target societal
group or individual. Since it is as same as the afore-
mentioned definition of hate speech, we rename it
as hate speech in our research. Profanity is defined
as text containing profane words and the class in-
sult expresses a clear intention to insult or offend
somebody. The two categories aremerged into one
class, offensive language.
HasocDe19. Mandl et al. (2019) is a 4K

German dataset collected from Twitter and Face-
book. The classes of HasocDe19 are the same as
HasocEn19: hate speech, offensive language, pro-
fanity, and normal. Similarly, the class profanity
and offensive language are merged in our work.

3.3 Arabic
L-HSAB19. Mulki et al. (2019) contains 5K Ara-
bic tweets. They were annotated as hate tweets,
abusive tweets, and normal tweets. The defini-
tion of hate tweets is the same as our definition of
hate speech in §1. The abusive tweets are defined
as including offensive, aggressive or insulting lan-
guage, which is equivalent to our definition of of-
fensive language. We rename the class abusive as
offensive language in our work.

3.4 Hindi
HasocHin19. Mandl et al. (2019) is a dataset of 5k
samples written in Hindi. This dataset also comes
from the Hasoc family of data, and therefore has
the same classes: hate speech, offensive language,
profanity and normal. As with the other twoHasoc
datasets, the classes offensive language and profan-
ity are merged into offensive language.

4 Adversarial Debiasing

In this section, we detail our adversarial debiasing
scheme. In this setup two models are trained in
conjunction: the classifier (predictor) and the ad-
versary. The classifier is predicting the actual class
of an example, while the adversary learns to pre-
dict a protected variable.

For the classifier, we compare the performance
of three different models. And for the adver-
sary, we investigate three different architectures,
loss functions and protected variables2. In a first
step, the models are trained and evaluated with
Davidson17, Founta18 and HasocEn19 (the En-
glish datasets in our experiments).

4.1 Classifier
In the adversarial debiasing setting, the classifier
is the component making predictions for the given
task. The goal is to use the adversarial component
to “debias” the classifier in order to achieve a de-
sired result. In our case, our goal is to separate the
hate speech from the offensive language class. We
hypothesize this is going to improve performance.
Here we explored BERT, DistilBERT and LSTM
models for the classifier.

In our preliminary experiments (without ad-
versarial debiasing), we found that LSTMs per-
formed poorly in classifying hate speech. BERT
and DistilBERT fared much better. All mod-
els, though, made a lot of false positive predic-

2In some papers it is called “protected attribute/label”.
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Language Dataset Domain Classes: size Source

English

Davidson17 Twitter
hate speech: 1431

Davidson et al. 2017offensive language: 19190
neither: 4163

Founta18 Twitter
hate speech: 4065

Founta et al. 2018abusive (OFF): 17150
normal (NEI): 53851

HasocEn19 Twitter, Facebook
hate speech: 1143

Mandl et al. 2019offensive ∪ profanity (OFF): 1118
none (NEI): 3591

German

GermEval18 Twitter
abuse (HAT): 1022

Wiegand et al. 2018insult ∪ profanity (OFF): 19190
Other(NEI): 3321

HasocDe19 Twitter, Facebook
hate speech: 111

Mandl et al. 2019offensive ∪ profanity (OFF): 296
none(NEI): 3412

Arabic L-HSAB19 Twitter
hate speech: 417

Mulki et al. 2019abusive (OFF): 1559
normal (NEI): 3285

Hindi HasocHin19 Twitter, Facebook
hate speech: 556

Mandl et al. 2019offensive ∪ profanity (OFF): 1913
none (NEI): 2197

Table 2: Summary of the datasets used in our research. HAT: hate speech, OFF: offensive language, NEI: neither

(a) LSTM (b) DistilBERT (c) BERT

Figure 2: Confusion matrices for different classifier models

tions, classifying hate speech as offensive lan-
guage. Since BERT and DistilBERT had the high-
est true positive rate and both had similar perfor-
mance, we chose to continue experimentation with
DistilBERT to save on computational resources
without a large performance drop. Confusion ma-
trices for all three models are shown in Figure 2.

4.2 Adversary

The adversary in the setup is used to debias the
classifier, learning to predict a particular attribute
given the representations learned by the classifier.
Then, via joint updating of weights, the classifier
learns to generate representations that are not use-
ful to the adversary, i.e., the goal is for the adver-
sary to be unable to complete its task. We exper-
iment with various protected variables, loss func-
tions and architectures.

4.2.1 Adversary Architecture

The classifier we used in our final experiments
was DistilBERT. Given some textual input,
DistilBERT computes its internal representation
which is then given as input to the adversary to pre-
dict the corresponding target. We experimented
with two architectures for the adversary: Feed For-
ward Neural Networks (FFNs) and LSTMs. Ac-
curacy for both adversaries was on average simi-
lar, plateauing around 75%. Since there is little
difference in accuracy, we chose the FFN as our
adversary since it requires fewer computational re-
sources.

4.2.2 Protected variable and loss function

While in other research with adversarial debias-
ing (Xia et al., 2020; Sap et al., 2019; Han et al.,
2021) has focused on debiasing for a protected vari-
able (for example African American English), we
instead propose a novel objective. In our exper-
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iments the adversary learns to predict the offen-
siveness of a sample, either by separating it from
hate speech or merging it (and thus separating hate
speech and offensive language in the classifier).
Adversary predicts hate speech ∪ offensive

language jointly (Adversaryjoint).3 Here the ad-
versary is trying to jointly predict the hate speech
and offensive language classes. Thus, we merge
the two classes for the adversary’s task, by label-
ing both classes as offensive. Neither is relabeled
as not-offensive. In this case, the adversary learns
to predict all hate speech and offensive language
examples as one class from the representation of
the classifier. Thus, since the goal is for the adver-
sary to be unable to do so, the classifier learns how
to separate these two classes. The loss function is
defined as

losstotal = lossclassifier − α ∗ lossadversary.
The loss function is the same as in Wadsworth

et al. (2018); Xia et al. (2020), with lossadversary
being the loss of the adversary for its task,
lossclassifier the loss of the classifier for the orig-
inal task (hate speech vs. offensive language vs.
neither) and α being a parameter to regulate the ef-
fect of lossadversary. Xia et al. (2020) found that
the value should be neither too large nor too small.
Empirically, they set α=0.05. After some hyper-
parameter tuning, we found that in this setup an
α value of 0.05 was the best-performing. Under
losstotal, the classifier minimizes its original loss
while maximizing the adversary’s loss. As a result,
the classifier is encouraged to actively develop di-
verging representations for the two classes.

Adversary discriminates between hate
speech and offensive language (Adversarysep).
We also experiment with another adversarial
setup: the adversary acts like “support”, actively
aiding the classifier in separating hate speech
from offensive language. This is accomplished
by employing an adversary that learns to model
the “offensiveness” property, by discriminating
between the hate speech/neither classes and
offensive language. Since this method is aimed
at directly helping the classifier, instead of
subtracting this adversary loss, we add it instead:

losstotal = lossclassifier + α ∗ lossadversary.
For this setup, we set the α hyperparameter to 2.

The value of α was tuned on the development set
3Even though this method did not work consistently, we

mention it as a good starting point of discussion.

of Davidson17, achieving the highest true positive
rate for hate speech.

This “supportive” setup (discriminating be-
tween hate speech∪ neither and offensive) was the
best performing, so for the majority of our experi-
ments we are using Adversarysep.
Adversary predicts whether text contains

swear words (Adversaryswear).4 We also eval-
uated an adversary that predicts whether swear
words are present in the text or not. We measured
the proportion of hate speech and offensive lan-
guage examples that contain a word from a dictio-
nary of swear words5 and found that in both classes
more than 90% of examples contain at least one
swear word. A lot of hate speech is labeled by an-
notators as such because of the presence of swear
words in the text even when that should not be an
indicator of hatefulness (Sap et al., 2019).

So, in this instance we train the adversary to
predict whether swear words are present in text
and then subtract this loss from the classifier’s loss
function. This forces the classifier to base its deci-
sions on features other than the presence of swear
words. The loss function is then

losstotal = lossclassifier − α ∗ lossadversary.

4.3 Class Rebalancing

One thing to note is that data is heavily imbal-
anced against hate speech across all datasets (Ta-
ble 2). For example, the number of offensive sam-
ples in Davidson17 is 15 times higher than the
number of hate speech samples. Before our adver-
sarial debiasing experiments, we perform a study
on the effect of imbalance on the training set of
Davidson17. To compare against the original train-
ing set (denoted with original dataset), we sam-
pled equally-sized sets from each class. Hence-
forth, we call this new, balanced dataset uniform
dataset. Note that the development and testing sets
remained unchanged for fair comparison: only the
training sets were rebalanced. In Table 3 we see
that the improvement of the true positive rate of
hate speech is significant, from 22.0% to 81.8%.
Although the overall accuracy drops by 16%, we
believe this model would be more applicable in a
real world scenario. If we build hate speech de-

4This can only be applied in settings where swearword dic-
tionaries are available, in our case we only applied it on the
English datasets.

5https://www.cs.cmu.edu/~biglou/resources/
bad-words.txt
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tection models, we should be aiming for accept-
able accuracy for the problematic class. Since we
see that the uniform training set helps the model
achieve acceptable performance for hate speech,
we continue further experimentation using the uni-
form dataset.

Data Best TPH Accuracy
Original dataset 22.0% 91.2%
Uniform dataset 81.8% 75.2%

Table 3: Comparison of original and uniform dataset
with Davidson17, evaluated on the same test set

5 Experimental Setup

For each dataset, we either use the provided train-
ing, development and testing set splits, or we sam-
ple them at 80:10:10 rates randomly. Then, we fur-
ther downsample (to the number of examples in the
smallest class according to each dataset) the train-
ing set classes to generate a uniform training set.

For HasocEn19, HasocDe19, HasocHin19 and
GermEval18, the dataset was already split in train-
ing and test sets. The original rates are presented
in Table 4. In these cases, we keep the test set in-
variant and take 10% samples from the training set
to form our development set.

Dataset training:test
HasocEn19 84:16
HasocDe19 82:18
HasocHin19 78:22
GermEval18 59:41

Table 4: Original split distributions

For each experiment, we train for five epochs
and keep the best-performing model across the
epochs as evaluated on the development set. Then,
we compute this model’s performance on the held-
out test set. We repeat this process three times and
average the results.
Adversarial debiasing setup. The main setup

we examine is Adversarysep where the adversary
actively supports the classifier in separating the
hate speech from the offensive language class, as
defined in Section 4.2.2.
Multilingual dataset. To obtain a multilingual

hate speech dataset, we combine all the datasets
in Table 2 together. This new multilingual hate
speech dataset contains 110k samples with the dis-
tribution of the three classes presented in Table 5.
Baselines. To evaluate the benefits of our

method, we compare against vanilla finetuning

with DistilBERT on each hate speech dataset as
well as a simple class weighting baseline. We
experimented with different weights and found
that the best performing one (on the Davidson17
dataset which served as an overall development set
for design decisions) was [1, 0.5, 1]6. That is, we
halve the weight of the offensive class.

6 Results

Results are summarized in Table 6. All the ex-
periments are conducted on the uniform dataset,
since the goal is to achieve an acceptable true
positive rate (TPH: True Positive rate for Hate
speech) and this is a more solid starting point than
the original distributions. We provide both macro
and weighted F1 to show a more complete pic-
ture. Since our dataset is imbalanced, we focus on
macro F1 for a more representative picture.

For Davidson17 and Founta18, our method
does not provide positive findings. In David-
son17 both TPH and overall performance are
lower, while in Founta18, adversarial debiasing
does provide a performance boost, but it comes
at the expense of TPH. For these two datasets,
Adversaryswear was applied as well, improving
the TPH for Davidson17 but not for Founta18.

Results are better for the final English dataset,
HasocEn19. There, even though TPH drops sub-
stantially (10%), overall performance increases
by more than 0.2 F1 points. Without an ad-
versary, accuracy and F1-scores suffer, making
for sub-par classifiers biased heavily towards hate
speech. Instead, with our method, more separation
is achieved and the model manages to separate the
two contentious classes (hate speech and offensive
language) with greater efficiency. Whereas before
the classifier would not be practical due to low ac-
curacy, with our method F1-scores and accuracy
increase to acceptable levels.
HasocDe19 follows the same pattern, with the

vanilla model being unable to provide strong over-
all results, instead becoming biased towards hate
speech and dropping the rest of the classes. With
our method, better balance is struck and we see
an improvement of 0.15 F1-score over the vanilla
model.

In GermEval18, we see stronger performance
gains both for the TPH (+5.7% over the non-
adversary model) and overall (+0.02 in F1-score).
Even though the class-weighting baseline does

6[hate speech, offensive language, neither]
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Hate Offensive Neither
total % total % total %

training set 8,042 7.3% 42,037 38.0% 60,604 54.8%
dev set 946 7.1% 5,204 38.3% 7,446 54.8%
test set 1,835 9.9% 5,925 32% 10,754 58.1%

uniform training set 8,042 33.3% 8,042 33.3% 8,042 33.3%

Table 5: Class distribution in the training, development and testing sets of the multilingual dataset

score higher in TPH, we note a drop in F1-scores
and accuracy.

For HasocHin19, we observe the same pattern
as the otherHasoc family of datasets, although to a
lesser extent. In L-HSAB19, we show that the sim-
ple class-weighting baselines is better than both the
vanilla and adversary models.

Finally, in themultilingual setting, we getmixed
results. Compared to the vanilla model, adver-
sarial debiasing offers a better TPH score with
minimal drop in performance (while macro F1 in-
creases by 0.02 too). Against the baseline model,
while the baseline has a higher TPH, in all the other
metrics performance is worse.

In synopsis, apart from L-HSAB19, performance
is better when using the adversarial debiasing
method, either for the TPH or the overall F1-
score metrics. For the multilingual dataset, perfor-
mance of ourmethod is mixed, improving upon the
vanilla model on the TPH and upon the baseline
model on the other metrics.

All in all, our method manages to strike a better
balance between TPH and overall performance and
we thus believe these models are more applicable
to a real-world scenario where both axes need to
be taken into consideration.

7 Error Analysis

We observe that a few samples of hate speech are
misclassified as offensive language by the vanilla
model without the adversary, but correctly pre-
dicted by the adversarial model. In Table 7, we
show six examples which indicate the significant
improvement of adversarial models.

In English, we see that hateful speech was
marked as merely offensive by the vanilla model,
potentially because no slur was used, but only
some offensive language (‘c*nt’, ‘ass’ and ‘bad
ass’). The model failed to take into account the
context in which these words were used, or failed
to pick up innocuous words used here as slurs (for
example, ‘orangutan’). The adversarial model was
able to make correct predictions, potentially be-
cause it is not putting as muchweight on individual

words, but the combinations between them.

In German, the vanilla model’s shortcomings
are again centered around a lack of slurs. In both
examples, there are no direct slurs so the model in-
terprets it as offensive because of the overall neg-
ative sentiment (created through phrases such as
‘böse Männer’, meaning ‘evil men’ and ‘sexuelle
Gewalt’, meaning ‘sexual violence’). In one of the
examples, the model misses that ‘Froschfresser’
(meaning ‘frog eaters’) is used as a slur. The ad-
versarial model again shows an ability to expand
from keyword-based predictions to a better under-
standing of context.

In Hindi, while the example is merely offensive,
the vanilla model has marked it as hateful, poten-
tially because of the politically heavy ‘terrorist’
term. The adversarial model has not put as much
weight on the word and thus made a correct pre-
diction. In Arabic, the vanilla model again misses
that innocuouswords are used as slurs (eg., ‘dogs’),
marking the text as offensive instead of hateful.

8 Conclusion

In hate speech detection efforts, it can be observed
that a lot of classifiers strugglewith the hate speech
and offensive language classes. A lot of models
trained on current datasets misclassify hate speech
as offensive language. We argue that this type of
error is particularly insidious, since it can lead to
targeted groups getting exposed to harmful content
more often. Further, a lot of hate speech classifiers
are impractical, either having a low true positive
rate for hate speech or low performance overall.

We propose a method to both increase the true
positive rate for hate speech and to stabilize the
classifiers in general. We base our method on the
adversarial debiasing setup, where in our instance
we are trying to support the classifier in separating
the hate speech and offensive language classes.

We evaluate on seven hate speech datasets span-
ning four languages, plus a multilingual set we
create by combining all data. Our method is at
best performing just as well for all datasets ex-
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Dataset Experiment Best TPH % Overall Accuracy% Macro F1 Weighted F1

Davidson17

Without adversary 77.96 77.81 0.67 0.83
Adversarysep 76.88 76.88 0.66 0.82

Adversaryswear 80.38 75.1 0.66 0.81
Baseline 78.77 72.64 0.64 0.79

Founta18

Without adversary 74.37 78.22 0.67 0.83
Adversarysep 68.74 80.79 0.69 0.84

Adversaryswear 73.24 77.82 0.67 0.82
Baseline 77.57 78.58 0.68 0.83

HasocEn19

Without adversary 82.53 39.99 0.37 0.32
Adversarysep 72.58 47.53 0.47 0.54

Baseline 86.83 38.51 0.42 0.43

GermEval18

Without adversary 50.41 63.66 0.53 0.65
Adversarysep 56.11 65.71 0.56 0.67

Baseline 63.86 64.45 0.53 0.65

HasocDe19

Without adversary 75.00 31.11 0.25 0.39
Adversarysep 65.04 41.02 0.47 0.54

Baseline 92.68 38.67 0.42 0.43

HasocHin19

Without adversary 79.90 58.67 0.56 0.63
Adversarysep 68.95 61.84 0.59 0.66

Baseline 73.08 62.92 0.58 0.66

L-HSAB19

Without adversary 79.08 53.84 0.48 0.58
Adversarysep 77.78 54.93 0.49 0.59
Adversaryjoint 81.04 54.64 0.50 0.58

Baseline 81.71 59.03 0.52 0.62

Multilingual

Without adversary 77.04 72.37 0.63 0.76
Adversarysep 79.45 70.03 0.65 0.74

Baseline 81.85 68.41 0.63 0.73

Table 6: Summary of the results

Language Text True Label Vanilla Adversary
en I can’t stress how much I hate these liberal Muslims that

bend over backwards for these cunts and these Uncle Tom
ass middle eastern / south Asian /Asian / african peoples
who sell out like this

hate offensive hate

en RT @user: This is one bad ass orangutan @emoji; @url hate offensive hate
de @user @user Glaubte Du echt, eine Frau mit befriedigen-

dem Sexleben rennt durch die Welt und sieht überall böse
Männer und sexuelle Gewalt? (@user @user Did you re-
ally believe that a woman with a satisfying sex life runs
through the world and sees evil men and sexual violence
everywhere?)

hate offensive hate

de @user Genau. Die Froschfresser haben nichts gelernt! Ihr
Untergang ist selbstverschuldet. (@user Exactly. The frog
eaters haven’t learned anything! Your downfall is self-
inflicted.)

hate offensive hate

hindi झोंपड़ी के, कुछ दन पहले तक तो तू उस आदतन 'बाइक चोर' तबरजे
के लये छाती पीट रहा था। हर चैनल पर रडंी रोना मचा रखा था। अब
से ुल र का 'अखरोट' अपने पछवाड़े से तोड़ने क को शशकर रहा ह।ै
आतंक साला (Of the hut, till a few days ago, you were habit-
ually beating your chest for that ‘bike thief’ Tabrez. Randi
was crying on every channel. Now the ‘nut’ of secularism
is trying to break from its backyard. terrorist brother)

offensive hate offensive

arabic ma fy ay shk bs aldrwz klab w khwnh7 (True, there is no
doubt, but the Druze are dogs and traitors)

hate offensive hate

Table 7: Error analysis on DistilBERT predictions versus actual labels for the examined languages.

cept L-HSAB19, while also outperforming baseline
models on multiple occasions. Error analysis re-
veals that the debiased model moves past keyword-
based predictions, taking into account the context
as well. Both the true positive rate for hate speech

and overall performance are improved, showcas-
ing the stabilizing capabilities of our novel method-
ology on hate speech detection.

7Example transliterated.
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9 Ethical Considerations

In our work we deal with hate speech, which could
potentially cause harm (directly or indirectly) to
vulnerable social groups. We do not support the
views expressed in these hateful posts, we merely
venture to analyze and provide solutions to miti-
gate this online phenomenon.

Further, we could only examine a specific prob-
lem (neutral vs. offensive vs. hateful language) in
specific languages. This is a non-exhaustive list
and there is a lot we did not cover. Care should be
taken to use these methods only in the examined
languages since generalization may not be feasible
(in fact, we show there are issues with our method
in Arabic).
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